Exam Questions 300-475

CLDDACI Building the Cisco Cloud with Application Centric Infrastructure
NEW QUESTION 1
Which best describes the Cisco ACI fabric configuration?

A. manual discovery, manual provisioning, 10- and 40-Gb/s links, Clos design
B. autodiscovery, manual provisioning, 10- and 40-Gb/s links, Clos design
C. autodiscovery, zero-touch provisioning, 40-Gb/s links, Clos design
D. manual discovery, zero-touch provisioning, 40-Gb/s links, Clos design

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 2
Service graphs and service functions have which three characteristics? (Choose three.)

A. Service graphs can only consist of a single service appliance.
B. Service graph edges are directional.
C. Taps (hardware-based packet copy service) can be attached to different points in the service graph.
D. Service appliances are dynamically detected and configured when added to a service graph.
E. The service graph restricts the administrator to linear service chains.
F. Traffic can be reclassified again in the network after a service appliance emits it.

Answer: BCF

NEW QUESTION 3
Which two components set up a domain vPC between two leaf switches in the Cisco ACI fabric? (Choose two.)

A. vPC peerlink
B. vPC peer keepalive
C. vPC domain
D. vPC protection policy

Answer: CD

NEW QUESTION 4
In Cisco ACI, contracts govern which two types of endpoint group communications? (Choose two.)

A. between ACI fabric application EPGs (fvAEPg), both intratenant and intertenant
B. between ACI fabric application EPGs and Layer 2 internal networks
C. between ACI fabric application EPGs and Layer 3 external outside network instance EPGs (l3extInstP)
D. strictly between ACI fabric out-of-band EPGs

Answer: AC

NEW QUESTION 5
In Cisco ACI, what is the order of steps for deploying an EPG on a specific port with Cisco APIC using the CLI?

A. Create a tenant > Create a private network > Create a bridge domain > Create an application profile > Associate the EPG with a specific port
B. Create a tenant > Create a bridge domain > Create a private network > Create an application profile > Associate the EPG with a specific port
C. Create a tenant > Create an application profile > Associate the EPG with a specific port > Create a bridge domain > Create a private network
D. Create a tenant > Create an application profile > Create a bridge domain > Create a private network > Associate the EPG with a specific port

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 6
In Cisco ACI, which two statements are true about contexts? (Choose two.)

A. A tenant can have multiple contexts.
B. A context defines a Layer 2 address domain; whereas the bridge domain defines the unique Layer 3 MAC address domain.
C. A context is equivalent to a virtual routing and forwarding instance in the networking world.
D. A context can be associated with only one bridge domain.

Answer: AC

NEW QUESTION 7
Which two statements are true regarding APIs? (Choose two.)

A. APIs have full read and write access to the Cisco ACI.
B. APIs provide hardware-based mapping database lookup.
C. APIs provide tenant- and application-aware programmability, automation, and system access.
D. The API only accepts HTTP or HTTPS messages that contain Ruby or XML documents.

Answer: AC

NEW QUESTION 8
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What are two of the three methods in integrating the Cisco ACI with existing network infrastructure? (Choose two.)

A. as a super cloud overseeing a subcloud  
B. as a data center policy engine  
C. as a network supervisor module  
D. as an additional data center pod  
E. as an atomic network operator

**Answer:** BD

**NEW QUESTION 9**
OpFlex uses which standard web-based technology?

A. Javascript Object Notation  
B. SmartTalk  
C. no API based features  
D. PHP

**Answer:** A

**NEW QUESTION 10**
The Cisco APIC automatically archives and replicates which three data? (Choose three.)

A. policies  
B. statistics  
C. endpoint database  
D. incremental scalability  
E. partition database  
F. database performance

**Answer:** ABC

**NEW QUESTION 11**
How many nodes in a cluster can the APIC support?

A. from 1 to 20  
B. from 2 to 50  
C. from 3 to 50  
D. from 3 to 31

**Answer:** D

**NEW QUESTION 12**
In a Cisco ACI cluster, which protocol is used by the Cisco APIC for discovering neighbors?

A. LLDP  
B. IS-IS  
C. EIGRP  
D. DHCP

**Answer:** A

**NEW QUESTION 13**
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